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What’s the challenge?

Regulatory pressure and customer demands are driving an increasing need for
sustainability in the construction sector.
However, whilst timber itself is a sustainable material, other non-sustainable materials are
used with timber in construction.
Replacing the glue in laminated timber products offers a route to this goal - the
Towards Adhesive Free Timber Buildings project seeks to deliver on this vision.

Towards Adhesive Free Timber Buildings project seeks to deliver on this vision.
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Is there a solution?

To address this, a consortium with members from six European countries was formed to
develop adhesive-free EWPs through a joint project supported by Interreg NWE, a
programme of the European Union.
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How can the Towards Adhesive Free Timber Buildings project help?:
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How can the Towards Adhesive Free Timber Buildings project help?:

• manufacture
thousands of compressed wood dowels
zguan@liverpool.ac.uk
• test the dowels individually before using them in the assembly of EWPs: CLT, beams and
beam-beam connectors
• employ numerical simulation via Finite Element analysis to guide the testing process and
validate conclusions
• construct three demonstrator structures in Dresden, Germany; Epinal, France; and
Liverpool, UK.
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Modern timber techniques in the Japanese Pavilion at Hannover Expo
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